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       'oBeingness" (satta) and "Isness" (astitva): On the Chinese Translation of Sein ZhihuaYao (The Chinese University of Hong Kong) Introduction Both Indian and Western philosophical traditions are rooted in the Indo-European language family, in which they share their kinship. In contrast, they look alien from the perspective of Chinese language or Chinese philosophy, and therefore present difficulties in translation. While teaching Indian philosophy in Chinese, however, I have to face the difficulty of translating numerous Sanskrit terms into Chinese. Some of them, especially the Buddhist ones, thanks to the great effort of ancient monk-scholars, we can continue to use their classical translations. But there were only a few classical Chinese translations of the non- Buddhist Indian classics. In fact, the project of translating non-Buddhist Indian classics and the Buddhist texts after the 7th century into Chinese is only in its initial stage. It is actually quite disproportionate when comparing with the large numbers of translations of Western philosophical and non-philosophical classics in Chinese. Based on my experience of translating Sanskrit ontological terms into Chinese, in the current paper I will discuss the Chinese translation of Sein or being, a topic hotly debated among scholars of Western (especially Heidegger's) philosophy in China. I will first introduce the ontological theory of the Vai§esikas and its possible contribution to the understanding of Western ontological tradition. The Chinese translations of VaiSesika ontological terms will help us clariff the relationship between several altematives for the Chinese translation of Sein,namely, cunzai #ft, cunyou #H , and shi fr. Copula and its derivatives in Sanskrit Sanskrit is one of the ancestry languages in the Indo-European language family. Compared with other languages in the same family, Sanskrit has a complicated system of copula and its derivatives. Two words, namely las and Heidegger (1959, ^lbhr,usually function as copulas. 71) mentions these two words when he traced the etymology of Sein The former is etymologicaliy related to the Greek eimi, einai, the Latin esum, esse, and the German isf, indicating a static state; the latter is etymologically connected to the Greekphysis, phyein,the Latinfui,fuo, and the Gennan bin, bist, birn, birt, äls, signifring a dynamic process. In Chinese translation , lot canbe shi E, while \bhu canbe wei t (lin 1996). However, it requires a further detailed study on how they were actually translated in the vast Chinese Buddhist texts. My preliminary observation is that in a period of about a thousand years, numerous translators have seldom translated these two words directly into shi or wei, although they use the copula säi quite often in their works, to the effect that some linguists attribute the emergence and development of the Chinese copula shi to the translation of Buddhist texts and the popularization of Buddhist literature. Of course, what concerns us is not the copula itself, but philosophical concepts derived from it. It is worth noting that the ontological issues in Indian philosophy were developed around a series of philosophical concepts derived from copula. This situation is similar to that of the ancient Greek and modem Westem philosophy, but it is very different from the Chinese or Arabic philosophy, which developed their ontological discourses on the basis of you H or wujüd, bearing a literal meaning of "to have" or "to be found". 1, As compared with relevant concepts in Western philosophy, we have a longer 'is: : - ontological vocabulary derived from copula in Indian philosophy' For example' -'';" j"r' --. -'' sat\a, satta, and, astina derived from {as; bhava, bhava, bhavin, bhavitr, bhavari';' :r:-' ' '''' bhüta, bhüti, and, bhavana derived fuom ^lbhu. If adding some more prefixes or sulJ-tre s. - will have an even longer list. For example, svabhava, sadbhava, sanmdtra, sattasarnbot"'j; ': ' svarüpasattd, svatmasat\a, sambhava, udbhava, abhdva, asat, and etc. (Halbfass i 991' ll Facing this long list of concepts, it is obviously a bigger challenge than merely dealing ri-ith the Chinese translation of Sein or Dasein. On the other hand, Buddhist philosophy in general lacks an ontological depth. Only a few of these words are used as technical terms in Buddhism, such as satya (di iffi, the "truth" in the four noble truths), bhava $,tou,the "being" in the twelve links of dependent arising) and svabhava (zixing H'[4t, the "self-nature" in the three natures). Many other words are only used as common nouns or not mentioned at all' Therefore, while attempting to translate these concepts into Chinese, the classical Chinese Buddhist translations are of little help. The Vai§e;ika ontology To better understand this series of concepts, we need to examine a tradition with ontological depth. It is generally agreed that among various Indian philosophical schools the VaiSesikas and later Nyäya-Vai§eSikas have greatly contributed to the field of ontology. Many of the concepts listed above were elucidated by them. Their most important contribution is the theory of padartha. which literally means "the meaning or reference of sentences", but it is actually their metaphysics or ontology. For example, contemporary Indian scholars translate "ontology" into padartha-§astra or the theory of padartha (Halbfass 1992,139)' By calling their ontology the theory of sentence (pada) meaning (artha), they were not merely speculative in discussing ontology or ontological commitment, but relating it with an orientation of epistemology and philosophy of language' Therefore, compared with the more speculative and theologically oriented Vedänta metaphysics, the Vai§esika philosophy emphasizes the relationship between ontology and language. The development of ontology in the West was rooted in categorical propositions in the Aristotelian logic, which take the standard form of "s is p". In propositions like "All jars are blue" or "Some jars are blue", no matter how they are treated in the traditional formal logic, the copula "to be" is always present. The copula seems to be given a priori, hence it enjoys an ontological privilege. It was not until the emergence of modern predicate logic that new tools were developed to reformulate these categorical propositions into the form of Vx(Sx---+Px) or 3x(SxAPx), in which the copula disappears. Therefore, some critics point out that the ontological tradition in the West since ancient Greece is nothing more than a series of misperceptions regarding copula, and it is a result of confusing copula with existential verbs'l As we know, the Vai§esikas also emphasize language or proposition analysis when they developed their ontology. And they have done so in Sanskrit, which has a richer usage of copula-and its derivatives. Now how would they deal with this issue of copula? Let's take the proposition "The jar is blue" as an example. In Sanskrit it should be: ghato nTlah; both words äpp.* in the singular nominative form without any additional components, literally meaning 1 Those who hold such a view include the French linguist Emile Benveniste and many analytic philosophers since Bertrand Russell, see Wu (2005,19,73) and Graham (1959; 1989,407). 2 'Jar blue" or "ping lan flfr,ffi" in Chinese. If we translate it into classical Chinese, it would be "ping zhe l(tn ye *fr,*#-&". The two particl es zhe ä and ye & mark the subject and predicate respectively. When we translate it into English or modern Chinese, it should be "The jar ls blue" or "ping shi lan de {fi,frffi-Pl". What is interesting about the Sanskrit expression is that the copula can be there, but it is usually omitted. It is just fine to add the copula asti and to say "ghalo nrlalt asti", but in the nominal style of classical Sanskrit philosophical texts copula is particularly uncommon. The different usage of the Sanskrit copula from that of modern Western languages leads to a completely different understanding of the philosophical concepts derived from it, as Mohanty (1978,143) points out: "[In Sanskrit] the copula 'is' remainfs] unsaid, and even when it is explicitly there, it stands not for assertion of existence, but either for the relation obtaining between the epistemic contents, or for the subjective certainty about it." According to him, although copula plays a role in Sanskrit sentences, it does not signifr "assertion ofexistence", but "relation" or "subjective certainty". In the history of Indian logic, categorical propositions are not treated as something independent, but as apart of the broader qualificative cognition, which consists of three elements: the qualificand(vi§egyata),the qualifier Qtrakarata), and the relational tie (samsargata) (Matilal 1968, 16). For example, "the jar is blue" (ghalo nTlal.t) can be reformulated into the following form: Q (jar, blue) (Matilal 1968, 15). Here'Jar" denotes a substance (dravya) that is the qualificand; "blue" denotes a quality (gurla) that is the qualifier. "Q" is the qualification indicator that connects the two, and it corresponds to the copula "is", which does not necessarily appear in a Sanskrit sentence. This formulation already has some ontological implications. The existence of a blue jar is possible when there is a substance "jaf', a quality "blue", and a copula that connects the two. The copula does not mean "assertion of existence", but it functions as a relational tie "beingness" (satta) that makes the blue jar possible. "Beingness" The Sanskrit word satta is composed of sat, the present participle of copula !as, and the nominal suffix -tQ, so it can be literally translated into "beingness". In Xuanzang's ä4 translation of the Da§apadartha-§astra, it is translat ed as youxing H 'l+- (CBETA T2I38, l263cl2-14). Sal is usually translated as you H , and xing 'l*. indicates an abstract noun; youxing sounds very natural in Chinese although it was not popularly used except in this translated Vai§epika text. Prior to Xuanzan g, Jizang Hffi used the concept of dayou iä o. "great being", which is distinguished from the "beings" such as jars (CBETA T1827). These discussions are similar to the Heideggerian ontological difference between being (Sein) and beings (Seiendes).In other words, "beingness" or "great being" as Sein is never confused with beings or Seiendes, and it is the basis for the beings to be possible. Interestingly enough, the Aristotelian concept ousia is also formed by the present participle of copula and a nominal suffix, so it can be literally translated as "beingness". But it was translated into Latin as essentia or substantia, which has influenced our understanding of it in terms of essence or substance (Wang 2003,138-142; Halbfass 1992,4). Of course, this understanding was also contributed by Aristotle's own theory. According to him, ousia ftrst and foremost refers to the so-called primary being-that is, concrete individual substance- rather than the abstract beingness. Aristotle and even the entire tradition of Western ontology seem to focus on this primary being, so they are too much involved in the individual 3 existence, and thus copula and existential verb are closely related. In India, this form of ontology can also be seen in the Advaita Vedanta school, which understands being (sat) as"a timeless, simple substance underlying all things and permitting them to borrow their existence-claim from their 'association' with it" (Mohanty 1978, 148). Unlike the ontotheological system of the Advaita Vedänta which has a strong tendency striving for the ultimate or highest substantial being Brahman, the Vai§eqikas are more interested in the abstract universal being, i.e., beingness. From an epistemological perspective, they insist that beingness is a universal. Among various universals (samanya) in the Vai§esika system, satta or beingness is regarded as the most universal one or the highest universal Qtaram samanyam), which is similar to the Aristotelian sense of szmmum genus. But for Aristotle the highest kind summum genus belongs to the secondary ousia or being, which is dependent upon the primary being, i.e., substance. In the Vai§egika ontology, however, it is the opposite. Beingness as the highest universal is not classified under the categories of substanc e (dravya), quality (gufia) or motion (karman) . These three categories enjoy an ontological privilege since they are more "real" than other categories such as universal (samanya), particularity (vi§esa), and inherence (samavaya). But the existence of substance, quality and motion is not owing to themselves, instead their existence is because of their inherence (samavaya) in beingness. In his Da§apadartha-iastra,Maticandra (ca. 550-650) defines beingness as follows: "What is beingness? Beingness is that which is inherent in all substances, qualities, and motions, perceived by all the sense-organs, and the cause of the recognitions with respect to substances, qualities, and motions that they are existent."2 The beingness that is inherent in all substances is actually an abstract expression of the relational function of copula. Because of this inherence (samovaya), substance, quality, and motion become existent, and hence they are described in terms of "connection with beingness" (sattasambandha) by Pra§astapada(ca.500-600).3 On the contrary, if they are not connected with beingness, they will not exist. Maticandra called this type of non-being as "naturai non-being" (buhuiwuT*f,), one of the five types of non-being. "Natural non- being is that whereby beingness and substances, etc. do not conjoin with or are not inherent in one another."4 Meanwhile, Maticandra also distinguishes non-being from other categories and lists it as a separate category. At this point, he seems to have deviated from the mainstream Vai§esikas who do not include non-being in their list of categories. The Vai§esikas classify beingness under the category of universal, which, along with particularity and inherence, corresponds to the Aristotelian secondary ousia or being. It is worth noting that the beingness that makes the existence of substance, quality and motion possible is a universal genus. As a species or genus, beingness is less "real" as compared to these three categories, and hence is secondary in ontology. For example, the universal jarness or deskness is certainly less real than the actual jar or desk. The category of universal that 2 cBETA T2r3B,t263c:"lnl#)!H'l+? iH5-t/*. 1H. )UeXflä, -üJtF.FfrW' +*. 1*. {[-ä'iäffE, EiHä-'[ä. "Unfortunately,thisimportantVaiSeqikatextisonly extant in its Chinese translation. See also Ui's English translation inUi 1962, 99-100. 3 See Halbfass 1992, 145. See the next section for more discussions on "connection with beingness". 4cBETAT2138, t264a:"T*)e*, iHä'|th. q+, ffi+E&LUä. fttrfrä, ET* )i" " See Ui 1962,101. 4 includes beingness within it, along with particularity and coherence, is called "self-being" (svatntasattva)by PraSastapäda,that is, being based on oneself without resorting to others (Halbfass 1992,145). ttlsness" In the above discussion on the Vai§esika theory of six categories, we have aiready encountered several concepts related to being, that is, beingness (satta), connection with beingness (sattasambandha), and self-being (svatmasattva).It should be noted that beingness is very different from the other two concepts. Beingness belongs to the category of universal and therefore exists, although it is not as real as a substance. For example, a jar is a real substance, but the existence of the jar is, paradoxically, dependent on its connection with jarness, which is less real. The connection with beingness (sattasambandha) and self-being (svatmasattva), on the contrary, are merely the result of conceptual analysis. They are epistemological concepts with no ontological status, which is marked with italics in figure 1. These two concepts indicate respectively the different degrees of existence of the first three categories (i.e., substance, quality, and motion) and the other three (i.e., universal, parlicularity, and inherence). isness (astitva) I I I c onne ct i on w ith b e ingne s s self-being (sattasambandha) (svatmasattva) illtlt I substance quality motion universal (beingness) particularity inherence non-being (dravya) (gurya) (karman) (samanya) (sattd) (vi§esa) (samavaya) (abhAva) Figure i If we treat all these six categories as a whole, what would we say about their existence? PraSastapäda said that they are all embedded with "isness" (astitva), "knowability" $fieyana) and "nameability" (abhidheyatva) (Halbfass 1978, 102). "Knowability" and "nameability" are clearly epistemological concepts and easy to understand. They are also discussed by Maticandra in his Da§apadartha-§astra: "Which of these ten categories are knowable? Which are not knowable? All are knowable and also causes of their recognitions."5 Maticandra maintains that there are four more categories in addition to the usual six, so he discusses ten categories. "Being causes of their recognitions" means that they are nameable. Here he characterizes these categories with knowability and nameability, but without mentioning "isness" (astitva), so it is a pity that we do not have a classical Chinese translation of this important concept.6 This term also appeared in some Buddhist texts and it was translated as 5 l=l CBETA T2138, t266a:,,[L+AX .) , Lfr.Ffi+iE? n1:Ffr+int -yr*Ffi+in, i]liBFlthiä lll o 6 Ui 11962, 224) holds that " astitva and abhidheyatva are included in 'cause of their recognitions"', but I think it lacks textual support. On the other hand, if we read the above quotation as"-t)lfr., Ffi#;g, A\H|JlLiäEl", then shi E could mean astitva, while suozhi Ffi f,[ means knowability (jfieyatva) and. ci-quan-yin J]tiätr nameability (abhidheyarva). If this 5 you H , youxiang H tfl, youxing ä 'l'+-, or youti H tE bv ancient Chinese translators. But the Buddhist sense of astitva does not share the same meaning with this Vai§esika concept, so we have to seek a new translation for it. Since astitva is composed of the singular third-person present tense of copula las and the nominal suffix -tva, we can translate it as "isness" or shixing E'14 in Chinese.T The term "isness" or shixing reminds us of a heated debate on the Chinese translation of being or Sein in recent decades.8 One group of scholars advocated the translation of sftl E, which, according to them, shows the connection between this concept and the corresponding copula "to be" ot "sein". They insisted that such a "literal" translation can faithfully reflect the relationship between philosophical concepts and their linguistic context and enables Chinese readers to familiarize with the ontology as developed on the basis of copula in Western philosophy (Wang 2003,27). Thd-r view makes some sense, but by translating ,Sein or being simply as shi it will definitely miss their inherent meaning of "existence" and confuse the ontological being with the copulative "is". Of course, in the final analysis, this confusion may be rooted in traditional Western philosophy itself. Now, how do the Vai§egikas distinguish the copulative isness (astitva) from ontological beingness (satta)? In Sanskrit, ontological terms such as sar (being) , satta (beingness), and bhqva (being/becoming) are also etymologically related to copula. If insisting on this relationship, then one should choose the same word to translate these concepts. In fact, the ancient Chinese translators of Buddhist texts tried their best to find a unified translation, but they preferred the terrnyou ä^ (existence). However, when they had difficulty in doing so, they would translate the copula into wei t (to become) or shi E (to be). The Tibetan language, which belongs to the same Sino-Tibetan language family as Chinese, adopts a similar strategy when dealing with the Sanskrit copula and its derivatives. In general, the Tibetan translations of Buddhist texts are more literal, and hence more "trustworthy" than the Chinese translations. However, when rendering copula and its derivatives, the Tibetans distinguished the copulative yin which indicates "affirmation" and "connection" from the existential yodwhich signifies ontological being or existence (Halbfass 7992,24,39n1). Here we translate astitva into "isness" or shixing. If we follow the ancient Chinese Buddhist translators, it would still be something like yowing, which cannot distinguish astitva from satta. Of course, we can ask Pra§astapada,is astitva-the nominal form of the third-person singular present tense of copula-expressing something different from satta-Ahe nominal o'Yes, form of the present participle of copula? The answer is it is (shi)." This affirmative answer in fact indicates a basic meaning of copula, that is, "subjective certainty" (Mohanty 7978,143), which is exactly what "isness" (astitva) is meant to express. One of the basic usages of the copulas in the Indo-European languages is denoting affirmation, and it is the same case with the copula shi fr. in Chinese.e Although the Chinese copula shi camrot is the case, then we will have a textual evidence for translating astitva into shi. But this reading does not sound natural. Without the Sanskrit original, we cannot decide for sure which reading is correct. 7 To my knowledge, Halbfass (1978 and 1992) has translated astitva into "isness", while the Chinese term shixing is my own proposal. 8 Song (2002) collected a large number of papers devoted to this topic. e For the usage of copula in terms of denoting affirmation in ancient Greek, see Kahn 2003. For the similar usage of copula in classical Chinese, see Xiao 2006. 6 express existential meaning as found in the copulas in the Indo-European languages, it can ) denote affirmation the same way as they do. How do w-e understand that "isness" expresses affirmation instead of being or existence? In the above figure, words with regular font represent the six categories of real existence and "beingness" is included within the category of universal; words in italic represent mere concepts that are results of conceptual analysis and "isness" is one of them. Therefore, the boundary between isness and beingness is clear. Their status in the Vai§esika ontology are also very different. Beingness, as the most universal being, makes the existence of various entities possible, while isness has no any possibility of existence. The reason for this is that, as we mentioned at the beginning of the paper, the ontological discourse of the VaiSesikas and Nyäya-Vai§esikas was developed in the context of epistemology and philosophy of language. We must keep in mind the epistemological background of their ontologicai categories, just as we have to understand the theological background of the Vedänta and some Western ontological systems. This epistemological background is the key to understanding that isness si gnifi es affi rmation. In Pra§astapäda's usage, "knowability" $fteyatva) and "nameability" (abhidheyatva) indicate that ontological entities can be known and named as cognitive objects. What does he mean by "isness" (astitva)2 According to Udayana (ca. 1050-1 100), a commentator of PraSastapäda, "isness" means that the six ontological categories are "objects of affirmative cognition" (vidhimukhapraQayavi;ayatva), which is to emphasize "the ascertainability without reference to a counter-entity" (Ttratiyogyanapeksanirüpa1ahta) (Halbfass 1992, 156-157). Indeed, in addition to being knowable and nameable, another common characteristic of the six ontological categories is that they are affirmed. In other words, they are entities rather than they aren '/ entities. The "counter-entity" that is excluded in LJdayana's definition is this "aren't", i.e., non-being(abhava), so the "isness" shared by the six ontological categories is opposed to non-being. The Vai§esikas and Naiyayikas were well-known for their sophisticated theories of non- being. They generally classiff non-being into four types, namely, (1) previous non-being (pragabhava),the non-being of something before it has come into existence; (2) posterior non-being (dhvamsa), the non-being of something after it has ceased to exist; (3) absolute non-being (atyantabhava), the non-being that cannot exist in the past, present or future, for example, the hair of a turtle or the horn of a hare; (4) mutual non-being (anyonyabhava), one thing not existing in another thing, for example, no clothes in a jar. Some later VaiSesikas took non-being as yet another ontological category, which implies that non-being also enjoys an ontological status. For example, Maticandra's Da§apadartha-§asl,,a enumerates ten ontological categories by adding non-being (wushuo )iiil),potentiality (ltouneng ääE), non- potentiality (wuneng )iAA and commonness (lrfrn l\/)l) to the usual six categories. When he outlines the relationship between these ontological categories and epistemology, he speaks of "knowabllity" (suozhi Ffr*D and "nameability" (ci-quan-yin lLLtAts), but does not mention "isness".l0 This is probably because the ten ontological categories contain non- being. It should be clarified that what is opposed to or excluded from "isness", strictly speaking, is not "non-being", because isness is an epistemological concept, while non-being has an ontological status. Otherwise, it would be more appropriate to translate astitya as "being" or 10 See note 8 for further discussions on this point 7 "beingness" in order to contrast with non-being. The Vai5esika theory of non-being also has its epistemological background. Their four types of non-being coffespond to different forms of negation. For them, non-being has its root in negation, but not the other way around. Now we understand that the isness that is shared by the six ontological categories is opposed to "negation", which is the basis of ontological non-being. Therefore, when we say "it is or isn't" in everyday language, we have already touched upon the fundamental metaphysical question: "Why is there something rather than nothing?" The Chinese translations of §ert Based on the relevant experience of translating Sanskrit texts into Chinese, I am inclined to use cunyou instead of cunzai to translate Sein or being since the former is easier to establish continuity with traditional concepts such as you and youxing. Examining carefully, there are some subtle differences between you H and zai E, cunyou #H and cunzai f+Tt . t:dy observation is that zai or cunzai usually signifies spatial and temporal "existenc e", while you ot cunyou can mean the broader "being". As compared with the term cunzai that was borrowed from modern Japanese, cunyou also has the advantage of being consistent with the traditional Chinese ontological concept you and the practice of translating Sanskrit sat or satta into you or youxing. The different degrees of popularity of cunyou and cunzai in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Mainland China reflect their different affinity to traditional Chinese culture. As is pointed out by A. C. Graham (1989, 406), in languages outside the Indo-European family the existential verb tends to overlap the possessive "have" rather than copulative "be". This is obviousiy the case for the Chinese termyou. The Tibetantermyod is a similar case. It is etymologically related to the Chinese you and literally means "to possess". Meanwhile, this Tibetan term is often used to translate the Sanskrit concepts of sat and bhäva. When facing the Western ontology as developed on the basis of copula and its derivatives in the Indo- European languages, we should not feel discouraged of ourselves. The rich discourses on /o?l and wu f, in traditional Chinese philosophy are very profound ontological thoughts. The ancient Chinese translators of Indian texts have actually realized this point when they translated the relevant Sanskrit terms into you or youxing. Tibetan as a written language was created in the 7th century primarily for the need of translating Buddhist texts. Its traditional resources are obviously less rich than classical Chinese, but the Tibetan translators still used the indigenous term yod to translate relevant Sanskrit concepts. Therefore, it would be very significant to rediscover the ontological thoughts of traditional Chinese and Tibetan philosophy in light of the relevant ontological theories in the West and India. I am sympathetic to the proposal of translating Sein or being into shi E, but I suggest using an alternative character shi H., which is synonymous to shi * (real, reality) in classical Chinese. Shi H. is etymologically related to copula shi fr., yet it is distinguished from the copula with its meaning of you ä or existence.l l Some may argue that the choice of different translations is based on conventions, and there is no need to concern too much about traditional Chinese concepts since different sub-fields of philosophy should have different vocabularies. In the field of Western philosophy, for example, cunzai is preferable than cunyou in translating Sein or being. If one insists on this point, I would suggest trying the 11 See (\i*. Affi. 4.tr) Wang 2002,225:" , 'H.frTtr)t," ' ((+4+>> , 'H, E&. ' (f-EI» ' ((+fii+» lF9-' Z, Hü'" ')) ' 8 I translation of shi S. Perhaps it will avoid some of the problems the term cunzai encounters as pointed out by those scholars who advocate the translation of sftl E. As for the practice of translating Sein or being simply into the copulative shi fr.,I think there is a fundamental mistake, that is, it fails to draw a distinction between epistemology and ontology. In Indo-European languages, copula overlaps with existential verb and this makes it easy to confuse the two. On the other hand, it also constitutes the characteristic of the Western ontology that its core concept "being" is etymologically related to copula. Being one of the Indo-European languages, Sanskrit faces a similar situation. But the Vai5egikas carefully separate their ontology from its basis in epistemology and philosophy of language and develop coresponding concepts in two directions at the same time, that is, beingness (sattd) in ontology and isness (astitva) in epistemology. This way the confusion between copula and existential verb in Vai§egika philosophy is not so serious. If a concept etymologically related to copula were developed in the Westem epistemological tradition, we should translate it as shi or shixing as we did with isness (astitva).If, however, we translate any concepts etymologically related to copula into shi regardless of their actual meanings in different contexts, we would make a big mistake of confusing copula with existential verb. Conclusion In the first sections of the paper, I have introduced the Vai§esika ontology with an emphasis on its distinction between isness (astitva) and beingness (satta).Isness expresses affirmation, which is epistemological in nature, while beingness expresses existence, which is ontological in nature. I have also discussed a few Chinese translations of beingness and isness, as well as their respective problems, and suggested translating the epistemological isness (astitva) into shixing E'14. in Chinese. With this sharpened awareness of the distinction between the epistemological isness and the ontological beingness, I move on to the discussion and comparison of various Chinese translations of Sein or being, a hotly debated topic in recent decades. I think the controversy is rooted in the traditional Western philosophy itself, since in Indo-European languages copula tends to overlap with existential verb and this makes it easy to confuse the copulative "is" with the ontological "being". With the lessons leamed from the Vaisesika ontology, my suggestions are as follows: (1) The translation of Sein into the copulative shi Fe should not be accepted, as it fails to draw a distinction between epistemology and ontology; (2) It is better to translate Sein into cunyou instead of cunzai as it is easier to establish continuity with traditional concepts such as you and youxing; (3) Translating Sein into shi H can be an alternative since s/zi E is etymologically related to copula shi E, but at the same time it is synonymous to sfri * (reality) and you ä- (existence). This new translation may avoid some philosophicai misconceptions with regard to Sein. Translation is not a simple encoding-decoding process. Instead, it involves important and complicated issues on intellectual and cultural exchange. We have to mind their subtleties. From the seventh century onward, the Tibetan translators of Indian Buddhist texts have been using two different words yin and y9d to convey respectively the copulative and existentiai meanings of the Sanskrit las and trbhü and their derivatives. Now, do we have any reason to keep confusing the two in our translation of ,Sein or being? References 9 Graham, A. C. 1959. "'Being' in Western Philosophy Compared with Shih/Fei artd Yu/Wu in Chinese Philosophy ," Asia Major 7 ,79-712. Graham. A. C. 1989. Disputers of the Tao: Philosophical Argument in Ancient China.La Salle, IL: Open Court. Halbfass, Wilhelm. 1978. "On Being and What There Is: Indian Perspectives on the Question of Being," in The Question of Being: East-West Perspectives, edited by Menyn Sprung, 95- 109. University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press. Halbfass, Wilhelm. 1992. On Being and What There Is: Classical Vai§e;ika and the History of Indian Ontology. Albany: State University of New York Press. Heidegger, Martin. 7959. Introduction to Metaphysics, translated by Ralph Manheim. New Haven and London: Yale University Press. Jin, Kemu äHlt. 1996. "Shi lun fanyu zhong de 'you-cunzal"'ifriAffiiE +ffl"H -#ft". In Jin Kemu, Fanfo tan Nlff'fl*. Shijiazhuang: Hebei jiaoyu chubanshe. Kahn, Charles H. 2003. The Verb "Be" in Ancient Greek.Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company. Maticandra . Da§opadartha-§astra Aäf, +trXiä, CgptA T2 1 38. Matilal, B. K. 1968. The Navya-Nyäya Doctrine of Negation Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Pr'ess. Mohanty, J. N. 1978. "Some Aspects of Indian Thinking on Being," inThe Question of Being: East-West Perspectives, edited by Merr,ryn Sprung, 141-158. University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press. Song, JUie *i1Ä* , ed.2002. Being yu xifang zhexue chuantong Being Etrt+8+4+,Ä. Baoding: Hebei daxue chubanshe. Ui, H. 1962. The Vai§eshika Philosophy According to the Da§apadartha-§astra. Varanasi: The Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series Office. Wang, Li Lh, ed.2OO2. Wang Li gu hanyu zidian I2üyIiE?^&. Beijing: Zhonghua shuju. Wang, Lu 2003. "\hi" yu "zhen";Xing'ershangxue de jishiufruE"H", WiaL# IEä. *1H8. Beijing: Renmin chubanshe. Wu, Xiaoming{äF*EE. 2005. You (yu) cunzai; Tongguo "cunzai" er chongdu zhongguo chuantong zhi "xing'ershang" zhe -ä ( tr ) #E Eü"F&"nü=Ei* + ts4t<^Z*Ytffii j--"*. Beijing: Beijing daxue chubanshe. Xiao, Yaman HiXE. 2006. Hanyuxici "shi" de laiyuanyu cheng,tinyanjiu 7X.iE6irl"E" ü! XiE 5 E[ tsEfr fi . Chengdu: Bashu shushe. Abstract Both Indian and Westem philosophicai traditions are rooted in the Indo-European language family, in which they share their kinship. In contrast, they look alien from the perspective of Chinese language or Chinese philosophy, and therefore present difficulties in translation. Based on my experience of hanslating Sanskrit ontological termd into Chinese, in the current paper I will discuss the Chinese translation of Sein or being, a topic hotly debated among scholars of Western (especially Heidegger's) philosophy in China. I will introduce the ontological theory of the Vai§esikas and its possible contribution to the understanding of Westem ontological tradition. The Chinese translations of VaiSegika ontological terms will help us clarifi, the relationship between several alternatives for the Chinese translation of Sein, namely, cunzai #&, cunyou #H , and shi fr.. 10 
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